Friends of SaddleBrooke Libraries
2020 Lecture Series
The Friends of SaddleBrooke Libraries (FSL) raises the funds used to purchase new books, DVDs and audiobooks for the
SaddleBrooke Community Libraries. We believe a library collection of current and reputable materials contributes to a
more informed citizenry and a better educated community. If you are not member of FSL, please consider joining us.
For more information, visit our website: sbfsl.org.
Each year, as part of our mission to provide educational opportunities to our community, we host a series of lectures on
a variety of topics, including the American Southwest. These lectures are held in the DesertView Theater at 4:00 pm.

January 16
Speaker: Barbara Marriott
Topic: “BEFORE” – SaddleBrooke’s Hidden History
Barbara Marriott holds a PH.D in Cultural Anthropology, something she says has helped
her understand the people and cultures she writes about. In her varied professional life,
she has been an advertising copywriter, a journalist, and a college professor. She created a
widely read English newspaper in Nice, France, was a Vogue Prix de Paris finalist, and is
listed in Who’s Who in American Women.
Travel through the mists and myths of time to visit the hidden history of SaddleBrooke and
Catalina. Images from the ancient Native Americans to the modern residents of today tell
the historical story of our land, its heritage and legends.
This lecture is free to all attendees.

Due to unforeseen circumstances, this lecture has been cancelled
February 13
Speaker: Scott Warren
Topic: Borders, Walls and Immigration in Arizona
Scott Warren is a cultural geographer who lives in Ajo, Arizona. As an academic
geographer he researches and teaches about the intersection of people and place at the
Mexico-U.S. border.
The Arizona-Mexico border is a line of separation and a place of coming together. This
paradox shapes the borderland region and its people in fascinating and important ways. In
this talk, Dr. Warren offers a historical and geographical overview of the formation of the
Arizona- Mexico border and its evolution since the 1800s.
This lecture is free to all attendees.

March 19
Speaker: Laura Tohe
Topic: More Than Pocahontas and Squaws: Indigenous Women Coming Into
Visibility
Laura Tohe is Diné. She is Sleepy Rock clan born for the Bitter Water clan. She holds a
Ph.D. in Indigenous American Literature and is a librettist and an award-winning poet
This visual presentation shows how Indigenous American women have contributed service
to Arizona and the US, yet remain invisible in the media and stereotyped in early films.
Nevertheless, they have been honored in all areas of public service—law, medicine,
literature, military, education, and activism.
This lecture is free to all attendees.

April 16
Speaker: Win Holden
Topic: On the Road Since 1925: The Colorful History of Arizona Highways
Holden was named the sixth Publisher of Arizona Highways Magazine in May 2000 and
received the Lifetime Award from the Arizona Office of Tourism and the Arizona
Lodging and Tourism Association in 2017 and 2018.
The magazine’s first issue was published in April 1925. Learn the fascinating story of
how a brochure produced by the Arizona Highway Department evolved into one of the
most respected and revered travel magazines in the world. This lecture is free to all
attendees.

May 21
Speaker: Matthew Goodwin
Topic: Is it ‘Global Warming’ or ‘Climate Change’? The Philosophy of
Communicating Climate Science
Matthew Goodwin has a Ph.D. in Philosophy. He is currently a Senior Lecturer in the
Philosophy Department of Northern Arizona University (NAU) where he specializes in
environmental ethics and phenomenology.
Why do so many people not accept the science of global warming? What are the
rhetorical devices most often used to confuse people about the science? What are
more effective ways to talk about and communicate what is happening with our
climate? Most challenges made are not about the science, but about previously held
behavioral commitments. This lecture is free to all attendees.

October 12
Speaker: Jana Bommersbach
Topic: “Hyenas in Petticoats” – How Women Struggled Against Every Dirty
Trick in the Books to Win the Vote!
Jana Bommersbach is one of Arizona’s most honored and respected journalists. She has
won accolades in every facet of her career— investigative reporter, magazine
columnist, television commentator and author of nationally acclaimed books.
As we celebrate the 100th birthday of the 19th Amendment in 2020, it’s time to look
back at the enormous effort it took for women to be granted full citizenship and the
vote. History has downplayed suffrage, as if it were just a footnote in American history,
when in fact, it was the nation’s largest civil rights movement. This lecture is free to all
attendees.

November 19
Speaker: H. Christine Reid
Topic: Arizona: A History of Snake Oil, Scams and Hoaxes
Christine Reid is intrigued by Arizona’s diverse and rich western heritage as a writer and
researcher at the Pinal County Historical Society and Community Scholar for the ASU
Osher Lifelong Learning Institute.
Since the earliest days, Arizonans have been visited by entrepreneurs offering all kinds
of get rich quick schemes. Benefitting from tales of abundant resources in the territory,
limited law enforcement and communication, a scoundrel could create enticing
promise of riches and success without much external oversight. There is $5 fee for
non-members to attend this lecture

More detailed information about each lecture is posted a month in advance on the FSL website: sbfsl.org.

